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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS :

This listing of claims will replace all prior versions and listings of claims in the

application:

1
. (Currently Amended) A method for connecting to the Internet using a mobile

terminal , the method comprising the stopo of:

[[(a)]] receiving an internet connection request signal from the mobile

to lophono terminal :

[[(b)]] determining [[if]] whether the received internet connection request

signal is a number domain connection request signal; [[and]]

determining tf4he whether a number domain of the number domain

connection request signal exists in a pre-stored number structure^

wherein the number domain comprises at least one of a contents

classification number, a first domain number, and a second domain

number:

[[(c)]] converting the number domain into a letter domain if the number

domain exists in the pre-stored number structure , whoro in tho

number domain comprisos at loast ono of a contents c lassificat ion

numbor, a fi rst doma in number and a second doma in number; and

[[(d)]] transmitting wob o ito website information corresponding to the

converted numbor letter domain to the mobile terminal , wherein:

the first domain number is a highest level domain: and

the second domain number is a number corresponding to a name of a site

and corresponding to a letter designated on a key pad of the mobile

terminal.
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2-6. (Canceled).

7. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1 , wherein tho caid stop (d) tranom ito

the website information is transmitted in a divided size corresponding to [[the]] a

size of an LCD of the mobile terminal.

8. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 1 , wherein[[:]] the number domain

connection request signal comprises [[a]] an identifier for identifying the number

domain connection request signal, [[a]] the number domain wh ich a uoo inputted

bv a user, and a user index for identifying the user.

9. (Currently Amended) A method for connecting to intornot the Internet using a

mobile telephone , the method comprising tho stops of :

receiving an internet connection request signal from the mobile telephone;

determining [[if]] whether the received internet connection request signal is

a number domain connection request signal or a letter domain

connection request signal;

analyzing a number structure of [[the]] a number domain of the number

domain connection request signal if the number domain connection

request signal is received , wherein the number domain comprises

at least one of a contents classification number, a first domain

number, and a second domain number:

determining [[if]] whether the analyzed number structure exists in a

pre-stored number structure;

converting the number domain into a letter domain if the analyzed number
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doma in structure exists in the pre-stored number structure; and

transmitting information of a site corresponding to the converted letter

domain through a network, wherein:

the first domain number is a highest level domain; and

the second domain number is a number corresponding to a name of the

site and corresponding to a letter designated on a key pad of the

mobile telephone .

1 0. (Currently Amended) The method of claim 9A further comprising tho otopo of :

receiving [[a]] the number domain information corresponding to [[a]] the

letter domain of [[a]] the site from an operator of the site;

determining if a samo whether the number domain informat ion exists in

the pre-stored number domain; and

registering the received number domain as a number domain of the site if

a oamo the number domain does not exists exist in the pre-stored

number domain.

1 1 . (Currently Amended) The method of claim 9X further comprising tho stop of

registering at least one of the number domain [[or]] and the letter domain

corresponding to the site.

1 2. (Currently Amended) A method of connecting w i ro loss intornot to the Internet

wirelesslv using numbor baso a number-based domain , the method comprising

tho stops of:

receiving an internet connection request signal and key data which

includes a number from a mobile terminal through a wireless
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netwo

r

k, wherein the key data comprises a number domain of the

internet connection request signal and the number domain

comprises at least one of a contents classification number, a first

domain number, and a second domain number:

analyzing a number structure of the number domain if the internet

connection request signal is received:

determining whether the analyzed number structure exists in a ore-stored

number structure:

converting the koy data number domain into a letter domain if the

analyzed number structure exists in the ore-stored number

structure name us ing a prodotorm inod regulation or a convers ion

table ; and

routing [[so]] such that a [[use]] user connects to a site corresponding to

the letter domain [[name]] wherein

the first domain number is a highest level domain: and

the second domain number is a number corresponding to a name of the

site and corresponding to a letter designated on a key pad of the

mobile terminal .

13. (Currently Amended) An internet connection system using a mobile telephone^

the system comprising:

means for receiving an internet connection request signal from the mobile

telephone;

means for determining [[if]] whether the received internet connection

reguest signal is a number domain connection request signal ef-a-

lettor doma in connoct ion roquoot oigna l;
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means for determining if-tbe whether a number domain of the number

domain connection request signal exists in a pre-stored number

structure if tho roco ivod signal is tho number doma in connoct ion

roquost oiqna l . wherein the number domain comprises at least one

of a contents classification number, a first domain number and a

second domain number:

means for converting the number domain into a letter domain if the

number domain exists in the pre-stored number structure: and

means for transmitting information of a site corresponding to the converted

letter domain through a network, wherein:

the first domain number is a highest level domain: and

the second domain number is a number corresponding to a name of the

site and corresponding to a letter designated on a key pad of the

mobile telephone .

(Currently Amended) The system of claim 13, further comprising:

means for receiving [[a]] the number domain information corresponding to

[[a]] the letter domain from an operator of an intornot the site;

means for determining if a samo whether the number domain as tho

roco ivod numbor domain exists in the pre-stored number domain;

and

means for registering the received number domain as a number domain of

the intornot site if a samo the number domain as tho roco ivod

numbor doma in does not ox isto exist in the pre-stored number

domain.
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(Currently Amended) An internet connection system using a mobile terminal

telephone, the system comprising:

means for receiving domain information a long w ith an internet connection

request signal from the mobile term ina l telephone :

means for determining format of tho roco ivod doma in informat ion whether

the received internet connection request signal is a number domain

connection request signal or a letter domain connection request

signal :

means for analyzing a number structure of a number domain of the

number domain connection request signal if tho roco ivod doma in

informat ion is the number domain connection reguest signal is

received, wherein the number domain comprises at least one of a

contents classification number a first domain number, and a

second domain number :

means for determining [[if]] whether the analyzed number structure exists

in a pre-stored number structure; [[and]]

means for converting the number domain into a letter domain

correspond ing to if the analyzed number structure exists in the

pre-stored number structure: and

means for transmitting information of a site corresponding to the converted

letter domain through a network, wherein:

the first domain number is a highest level domain: and

the second domain number is a number corresponding to a name of the

site and corresponding to a letter designated on a key pad of the

mobile telephone .
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(Currently Amended) A system for connecting wiro loss intornot to the Internet

wirelesslv using number base a number-based domain , the system comprising:

a memory whoro in which a program is stored; and

a processor executing the program coup lo coupled to the memoryjf;]]

wherein the process program performs a method comprising: the stops of,

receiving domain informat ion an internet connection request signal from a

mobile terminal;

determining whether [[if]] the received doma in informat ion internet

connection request signal is a number domain informat ion,

connection request signal:

determining tf4he whether a number domain information of the number

domain connection reguest signal exists in a pre-stored number

structure , wherein the number domain comprises at least one of a

contents classification number, a first domain number, and a

second domain number :

converting the number domain into a letter domain if the number domain

informat ion exists in the pre-stored number structure; and

transmitting information of a [[site]] website corresponding to the

converted letter domain to the mobile terminal through a network by

the program , wherein:

the first domain number is a highest level domain: and

the second domain number is a number corresponding to a name of the

website and corresponding to a letter designated on a key pad of

the mobile terminal.
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(Currently Amended) A system for connecting wirolocs intornot to the Internet

wirelesslv using number base a number-based domain , the system

comprising:[[J]

a memory whoro in which a program is stored; and

a processor executing the program coup lo coupled to the memoryJ[;]]

wherein the procoss program performs a method comprising: tho stops of,

receiving an internet connection request signal and doma in informat ion

from a mobile term ina l telephone ;

determining a format of whether the received internet connection request

signal is a number domain information connection reguest signal or

a letter domain connection reguest signal :

if tho roco ivod domain is a number domain, analyzing a number structure

of [[the]] a number domain of the number domain connection

reguest signal if the number domain connection reguest signal is

received, wherein the number domain comprises at least one of a

contents classification number, a first domain number and a

second domain number :

determining [[if]] whether the analyzed number structure exists in a

pre-stored number structure;

converting the number domain into a letter domain correspond ing to tho

analyzed numbor structure if the analyzed number structure exists

in the pre-stored number structure; and

transmitting information of a site corresponding to the converted letter

domain to tho mob ile termina l through a network by the program,,

wherein:

the first domain number is a highest level domain; and
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the second domain number is a number corresponding to a name of the

site and corresponding to a letter designated on a key pad of the

mobile telephone .
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AMENDMENTS TO THE DRAWINGS:

Please replace the two drawings sheets containing Figs. 3 and 4 with the two

attached drawing Replacement Sheets which include amended Figs. 3 and 4. Fig. 3

has been amended to correct a misspelling of "DOMAIN" and a misspelling of "END."

Furthermore, Fig. 3 has been amended such that the word "CORRESPONDING"

appears in one line. Fig. 4 has been amended such that the word "INFORMATION"

appears in one line.

Attachments: Two drawing Replacement Sheets (Figs. 3 and 4).
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